April 27, 2010

Dear Value Donors:

Sam Relief, Inc. is an all-volunteer 501(c)(3) non-profit organization dedicated to providing educational resources to the impoverished children of Cambodia.

Sam Relief donates 100% of its proceeds to humanitarian projects such as the construction of schools and digging of fresh water wells in deprived areas. In addition, Sam Relief provides Cambodian children and their families necessities such as rice, rice seed, farm equipment, medicine, school supplies, eyeglasses, and school uniforms. The renovation and repair of dilapidated schools, subsidization of teachers’ salaries and the provision of scholarships to high school students to attend university are all examples of the type of ongoing work performed by the Sam Relief organization. Recently Sam Relief created a “Food for Work” program in Cambodia which hires local adults to work on local projects such as creating roads and dikes for the poorest rural communities.

Since its inception in 1999, Sam Relief, Inc. has built 23 new schools, dug 340 new wells, donated 220 tons of rice to teachers, Children’s Hospital of Cambodia, others in need and awarded 101 scholarships. In the last year alone, with the monies raised, Sam Relief built a new school, dug 43 new wells, and donated 15 tons of rice to Children’s Hospital of Cambodia.

With funds remaining from the 2009 campaign, Sam Relief is able to build a school to honor Mr. Jerry Essenmacher who has been a Sam Relief advisor for the past 10 years. The school is currently under construction.

Some of the 2008 funds built William Batdorf School to honor the CPA and Board of Advisor for Sam Relief and was dedicated in 2009.

Thanks to Ketel One vodka who have sponsored Sam Relief for the past 8 years. A special thanks to Ambassador Hem Heng for his honored attendance and speech at the Sam Relief Gala.

Many thanks to all who donated to these causes.

For more information about Sam Relief, Inc, please visit the website at www.samrelief.org or contact Sambonn Lek at 301-717-4882.

Sincerely,

Sambonn Lek
President & Founder

Sam Relief, Inc is a 501 (c)(3) non-profit organization. Donations to the organization are tax deductible to the extent allowed by the law.